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REGIONAL:  3RD GRADE (PAGE 1) 
1. Match the words with their definitions. Write the word on the line.  Points __ /10 

dictionary         microwave     oven    battery       fridge     stamps      watch     ambulance      telescope     tractors       soap 

 

 

 

 

1. Something you use to wash your hand or face.It’s usually small, white and smells nice.  Soap 

2. It makes electricity. It's usually small and you need it for your radio or your dad's car. __________________ 

3. These are small objects made of paper with pictures on them. You stick them on an envelope when you want to send a letter. __________________ 

4. This is transport. People need to travel in this to go to hospital when they are very sick.  __________________ 

5. A place to put your food in to keep it fresh. __________________ 

6. A book which has lots of definitions of words in it. __________________ 

7. Farmers use these to pull machines. They have big wheels. __________________ 

8. A small object you can carry which tells you the time. __________________ 

9. You can see the moon when you look through this. It's long, usually made of metal and plastic and it has a magnifying glass. __________________ 

10. This is usually in the kitchen. We use it to cook food quickly. __________________      
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2. Read then answer the questions.    Points __ / 10 

The Sea Cleaner 

 

This is an invention by a group of 12 year old children in Scotland. The invention is for boats or ships that carry oil (petroleum).  One of the problems with these ships is 'oil spills' – that means oil 

goes into the sea from the ship. This can be dangerous for animals that live there and make the sea a very dirty place. The sailors put the invention under the boat or ship before they leave to 

travel to their destination.  When they are working on the boat and some oil falls into the sea they press a button and the machine opens, takes the oil into a container that is inside it and then the 

sailors empty it when they arrive at their destination. The children say this invention could save lots of animals. 

 

The Peace Chip 

 

This is an invention by Amy Manchanda. It’s called a Peace Chip (In Spanish or Catalan peace means paz or pau) because it makes people hate war 

and fighting.  A doctor injects it into your body (it only takes 5 minutes and it doesn’t hurt!). It’s not expensive and it s tays there for all your life. Amy says 

when you put the chip inside your body you are never aggressive again because it makes you feel happy and want to help other people. 

 

1. Which invention helps animals?         4. How does the Peace Chip make you feel? 

____________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Where do you put the Sea Cleaner?        5. Where do doctors put the Peace Chip? 

____________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________________________ 

3. How do sailors collect the oil with the Sea Cleaner invention?  

 

Find words in the texts that mean: 

The Sea Cleaner   1. Not clean. ________________________                                   5. The opposite of cheap. ________________________ 

    2. The place where you go or want to arrive at.________________________ 

    3 . People who work on boats and ships. ________________________ 

The Peace Chip   4. A person who helps people feel better or stop them being sick. ________________________ 
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3. Circle the correct verb to complete the sentences.  Points __ / 12 

Example:Mr. and Mrs. Brown lives/ live in Canada. 

1. We talk/see a lot in class about inventions for our new project.   7. Peter works/invites in his dad’s garage at the weekend inventing new things! 

2. Tim gets up/has at seven o’clock every day.     8. Hans goes/comes from Germany. 

3. Tom always has/watches breakfast at 7.30.     9. Sarah thinks/reads a fairy tale before she goes to sleep. 

4. They usually drink/eat lunch in the school canteen.     10. I write/want letters to the television and radio about my inventions. 

5. The science museum opens/ends at 8 o’clock.      11. My father sometimes washes/cooks lunch for us. 

6. My science teacher reads/makes all his inventions at home.    12. My brother always watches/imagines television programmes about science. 

 

4. Complete the text  with the correct word.  Points __ / 8 

School   computer     in    house      information   

Can you imagine how many inventions we have at home? In my (1) ________________________ there’s a television, a clock and a radio (2)________________________ the living room but 

sometimes we don’t think about the other inventions like doors, windows and carpets!  

I think the most important invention for me is my (3)________________________. I use it all the time — for homework from (4)________________________, sometimes to chat online to my 

friends or search on the internet for interesting (5) ________________________.  

His   invention     uses 

My mum says her favourite(6)________________________ is the washing machine! I think she  (7)________________________ it every day! That’s because we are a big family and there are a 

lot of dirty clothes! My dad’s favourite invention is (8)________________________ car! I think he loves it more than me!!!                                                                                       
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5. Choose ONE option.  Points __ / 10 

Write about 50 words.  

1. a) Look at the inventions. Which two do you think are more important for your school? Why? 

pencil sharpener        MP3        rubber        books         videos        canteen 

1. b) Which invention do you think changed the world? Use the questions to help you. 

What is it? What does it do? Why is it important? How does it help us?              

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Total __ / 50 

 

 

 


